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The Patterson River Concept
Plan
Patterson River is an important recreational, social and
environmental asset for the state of Victoria, and in
particular to the south-eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
The Lower precinct, which is the area between
the mouth of the creek at Port Phillip Bay and the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway, is highly valued by
boaters, fishermen, canoeists and other paddlers, as
well as local residents. The upper precinct, also known
as the National Water Sports Centre, is the area east
of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway and stretching
nearly 2 kilometres to the east, is utilised by schools for
rowing, and various clubs for other water sports, such
as wake boarding, water skiing and drag boat racing .

Melbourne
CBD

The Patterson River area, both the upper and lower
precincts have seen increased popularity over the years
and this is creating management issues that require
a more strategic approach to managing the area. In
response to the concerns that have been raised to
date, the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP) is developing a plan for the area
in partnership with the community and user groups.
The plan will be used to guide the management of
the area, including improving facilities and access,
and provide a basis for funding proposals along the
Patterson River.
In the lower precinct, the boat ramp area is known to
suffer congestion in peak boating and fishing periods,
causing issues for boat-ramp users and the general
public (such as cyclists, walkers, etc) alike. Launching
Way is also home to non-powered boating clubs. In
the past, there have been plans for this area developed
that focus on one or two interest areas.
In the upper precinct, the National Water Sports Centre
has the potential to be a high quality recreational land
and water sports facility, but a coordinated plan for the
site’s development has yet to be produced.
A consulting team was engaged to assist DELWP to
engage stakeholders and the broader community to
develop the Concept Plan. Their interviews with all
stakeholders and user groups to identify issues and
aspirations early during stage 1 led to the formation
of aims for both the lower and upper precincts.
The following aims are what stakeholders and user
groups have agreed will guide the development and
implementation of the plan.

Port
Phillip Bay

Patterson
River Precinct

Fig.01 // Locational Map

Introduction

The lower precinct aims are to:
 Support a variety of recreational boating
activities
 Create greater amenity for passive land-based
recreation
 Ensure the asset is fully, fairly and safely utilised
by the public, and
 To ensure its sustainability, both
environmentally and commercially.
The upper precinct aims are to:
 Ensure the asset is fully, fairly and safely utilised
by the public,
 Support a variety of water sports activities,
 Improve standards to the point where it is
recognised as a highly regarded water sports
facility, and
 Upgrade facilities to ensure they can be
efficiently maintained.
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1

The Project Process

The project is being undertaken in three main stages:
1.

Preliminary consultation - Identifying Issues and
Opportunities (February/March ‘18)

2. Draft Concept Plan and consultation - current
stage (April/May ‘18)
3. Final Plan – (late June ‘18)

The Project Process
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2

Preparing the Draft Concept
Plan

2.1

The process informing the Draft
Concept Plan

The process to inform the Draft Concept Plan included
the following technical and community engagement
activities.
Document review
The project team reviewed key documents such as the
BIAV Masterplan for Launching Way, and a submission
from Rowing Australia
Tour of Patterson River
The consulting team toured the lower and upper
precincts on several occasions.
Key stakeholder interviews
32 key stakeholders were interviewed, including MPs,
and representatives of local councils, state government,
sporting clubs and associations, and schools.
Online survey 1
The survey was advertised on Engage Victoria, posters,
school newsletters and the Facebook network,
targeting the Patterson Lakes and Bonbeach postcode
areas.
Over 900 surveys were completed or partially
completed on the Engage Victoria website.
Data was extensively analysed and informed the
workshops.
Workshops
Key stakeholders were invited to work together to
develop compatible concepts for each precinct. A total
of 64 people attended two workshops, one for each of
the upper and lower precincts.

2.2

Project Governance

The project is being overseen by a Governance group,
representing DELWP, Parks Victoria, Kingston City
Council, Greater Dandenong City Council, Melbourne
Water and Sport and Recreation Victoria.

2.3

Key issues from consultation

The community engagement undertaken so far with
stakeholders, user groups and the broader community
have consistently identified a number of issues that the
concept plan aims to address.
In the lower precinct, the main issues identified relate
to peak season times when most user groups all want
to use the same area. This results in issues such as
congestions, safety, long wait times for those wanting
to use the boat ramp and a range of amenity impacts.
In the upper precinct, the main issues were identified
as the condition of the current facilities, including
the access, buildings and water access points such as
jetties. The general amenity of the area and the natural
environment were also identified as issues in this area.
The identified issues have been categorised and
summarised in the table opposite and on the following
page.

Preparing the Draft Concept Plan

Lower precinct
Category

Issue

Congestion

Demand on peak fishing season days, mainly in
October and November, cause traffic and parking
congestion and long wait times on Launching Way.

Safety

Multiple safety issues arising from the broad range of
different users accessing the area at the same time.
Flooding also affects the walking/cycle tracks.

Carparking

Large fluctuation in demand for carparking causes
conflict between river users, local residents and
organisations in peak season days, and large vacant
car parks offering little amenity at other times of the
year.

Environmental

Requirements to maintain the river and associated
environmental assets, as well as potential
development restrictions.

Launching Way issues

Competing interests for space on Launching Way, in
addition to congestion issues in peak season days.

Access

Inadequate access for people with mobility
requirements.

Amenity for non-boaters

Some underutilisation of areas of lower precinct and
rubbish from fishing due to lack of bins.
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Upper precinct
Category

Issue

Security and safety

Access under freeway and into water is unsafe, with
limited public access.

Management

Perceived lack of coherence and processes for
management of the site, as well as lack of tenure
security.

Revenue

Currently not commercially sustainable or attractive
for investors.

Access

Insufficient and confusing access, within and across
the site.

Carparking and roads

Complex range of carparking and road requirements,
including insufficient access and turnaround, and
surface maintenance.

Environmental management

A wide range of environmental issues exist including
bank erosion and river depth movement, user contact
with environmental elements, and poor rubbish
management.

Water facilities and issues

Unsafe entry to the water, and a range of poorly
maintained and insufficient water sports facilities.

Facilities

Insufficient number, and poor location and standard
of toilets. Inadequate and poorly maintained buildings
and facilities. Restricted access to toilets and other
areas.

Non-boater amenity

Unsafe access. No shade or play equipment to
encourage non-club members.

Communications

Lack of information for users and community about
the water sports area.

Chapter Title
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3

Draft Patterson River Concept
Plan

This report, the ‘Draft Patterson River Concept Plan’,
presents the proposed actions identified in the
consultation process.
The Draft Concept Plan is summarised in six maps:

Out of scope
Some ideas have been put forward that are beyond
the scope of this Concept Plan. These relate to
ideas that would involve acquiring private land, and
proposals beyond the river banks, Launching Way and
the National Water Sports Centre. However, they are
mentioned to recognise the thoughtful contributions
made during the earlier consultation phase.

Map 1
Lower Patterson River Precinct (see end of 3.2)

3.1

Resourcing and implementation

Map 2
Lower Patterson River Plan Enlargement (Launching
Way) (see end of 3.2)
Map 3
Lower Patterson River Precinct Plan Enlargement
(Launching Way) – Aspirational (see end of 3.2)
Map 4

Government alone may not, and cannot, fund all
initiatives. Some initiatives, considered priorities, may
require private development or jointly funded projects.
Other initiatives may require funding by private clubs
or businesses. The Draft Concept Plan is focusing on
what could and should be implemented to achieve the
stated objectives, but not how it will be funded.

Upper Patterson River Precinct (see end of 3.3)
Map 5

3.2

Upper Patterson River Precinct Plan Enlargement
(Western end) (see end of 3.3)
Map 6
Upper Patterson River Precinct Plan Enlargement
(Western end) – Aspirational (see end of 3.3)
Agreed Proposals
The maps contain a range of proposed actions that the
Governance group agree are important and realistic
actions that can address the issues raised. Funding
may be obtained from numerous sources including
being raised by the community and user groups.
Aspirational Proposals
Aspirational proposals are seen as having merit, though
more ambitious. They may take longer to implement,
and require extensive planning and negotiation.
Other proposals suggested
Some ideas put forward during earlier engagement
have been assessed as having merit, but require
extensive further work and consultation before their
implementation can be considered. Some clear
challenges have been identified. However, respondents
can again raise the merit of these ideas and how they
could be included in the final Concept Plan.

Objectives and proposals for Lower
Patterson River Precinct

Proposed proposals are now described in terms of how
they relate to the following objectives:
1.

Improve amenity for broader community

2. Improve safety
3. Reduce congestion
4. Optimise space at Launching Way
5. Ensure access for all
6. Enhance environmental outcomes
31 proposals have been identified for the Lower
Patterson Precinct, and they each address at least one
of the issues described on pages 13 and 14.

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan

Fishing

Boating

Cycling/Picnicing

Dog Walking

Jet Skiing

Coast Guard

Fig.02 // Some of the uses that occur in the lower precinct
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1. Improve amenity for broader community
Amenity means different things to different people.
Essentially, it is about the aspects of a location which
contribute to its overall character and the enjoyment
of residents or visitors. Launching Way and the lower
precinct have been highly valued by boaters and
fishermen, especially as there are few locations on the
eastern side of Port Phillip Bay that offer as easy water
access.
However, the precinct has been valued differently by
the broader community. The area is changing as the
population grows, and the consultation process has
drawn out a number of suggestions for improving
the lower precinct for the non-boating community. A
number of people expressed the desire for the lower
precinct to be a destination for local residents and
visitors to enjoy, although there are mixed views about
the extent to which the precinct should be seen as a
major tourist attraction.
The following proposals, are regarded as being within
the scope of this Concept Plan, and consistent with
the objective of improving amenity for the broader
community.
L1. Fenced playground and picnic area west of
Launching Way
L2. Extra seating and rubbish bins along multi-use
path on both sides of river
L3. Informal picnic area on northern river bank
L4. Add viewing platforms on northern bank
L5. Boardwalks and interpretive signage around the
vegetated area on the northern bank
L6. Protect visual amenity and native vegetation from
further development
L9. Multi-use path connection under freeway on the
north bank
L10. Appropriate pedestrian access to the river from
residential streets
L11. Exercise circuit around both sides of the river.
L12. Dog poo bag stations along the path
L13. Investigate opportunities for more shade trees on
the river banks and walking tracks
L17. Formal pedestrian footpath along Launching Way
L18. Upgrade or possibly relocate the existing
Launching Way toilet block
L21. Revegetate edge to improve amenity and provide
screening

L25. Upgrade pedestrian/ bike trail, and widen where
possible, for safety
L26. Local community events held on overflow car park
a few times per year (not in peak season)
L27. New toilet block at the eastern end of the car park
L28. Larger picnic area at the eastern end of the car
park

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan

2. Improve safety

3. Reduce congestion

Safety concerns were consistently raised, especially
with regard to fine weather days during peak fishing
season. The safety concerns relate to competition
between different types of users of the water near
the Launching Way boat ramps. Paddle craft and
powered boats compete for space, and there are also
people who choose to swim in this vicinity. Some have
described the scene as chaotic, and a serious accident
‘waiting to happen’.

Closely related to safety issues is that of congestion on
both land and water during peak periods. Congestion
contributes to safety issues on the water, near
Launching Way, as well on roads leading to Launching
Way and parking issues. It also contributes to frustration
with some keen boaters known to wait up to 45
minutes to launch. There are also reports of boaters
driving for an hour to reach the lower precinct, only to
leave due to lack of access.

Some respondents have suggested that for the most
part of the year there are few safety issues on the
water. Even in peak periods there would be few issues
if recreational boaters keep to the speed limits.

A variety of suggestions have been made as to how to
address the problem. For boaters it’s about increasing
the amount of parking, adding more ramps, and
providing alternatives to non-powered craft. For others,
the solution lies with improved communication and
management and an acceptance by boaters that there
are limits to how many people and boats can converge
at any given point (just as there are limits as to how
many people can attend a football match).

Other safety issues related to people crossing over
to the upper precinct on the northern bank under
the freeway, and exposed power lines near the CFA
building on Launching Way.
Despite mixed views about the level of associated risk,
there was strong support for the proposals below to
improve the overall safety of the site.
L7. Non-powered only boating zone at the eastern end
of the lower precinct
L8. Add launching area or pontoon at eastern end of
lower reach for non-powered boats
L9. Multi-use path connection under freeway on the
north bank
L14. Provide additional water access via new ramp to
the west of the existing pontoon
L19. Bury power lines along eastern boundary of
Launching Way to remove hazard for CFA

The suggestions with most support to achieve this
objective are:
L7. Non-powered only boating zone at the eastern end
of the lower precinct
L8. Add launching area or pontoon at eastern end of
lower reach for non-powered boats
L14. Provide additional water access via new ramp to
the west of the existing pontoon
L15. Undertake a detailed management plan to
investigate ways of improving access, ticketing and
turnaround for vehicles and boat trailers
L23. Investigate extending land used by CFA to McLeod
Rd to make way for additional parking in Launching
Way.
L22. Shift post and rail fence 2-2.5m east to allow for
more on-street parking or pedestrian access
L24. Maintain parking and boat ramps.
L29. Develop a detailed plan that addresses the
development of a modern formalised car park entry
with upgrades to ticketing and vehicle access.
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4. Optimise space at Launching Way

5. Ensure access for all

There has been enthusiastic input by tenants and
residents of Launching Way with regard to the design,
amenity and functionality of Launching Way. Some
creative proposals have emerged – some being short
term in nature and others being more aspirational,
longer term proposals.

Not everyone can enjoy the Patterson River in the
lower precinct as it is. Access is poor for people who
have physical disabilities. Paddle craft club volunteers
are known to go to a great deal of effort to make it
possible for people to access the waterway. Improved
and accessible water entry points should be provided
to ensure access for all in a dignified manner.

Proposals have included:
L15. Undertake a detailed management plan to
investigate ways of improving access, ticketing and
turnaround for vehicles and boat trailers
L16. Kerb and seal Launching Way
L17. Formal pedestrian footpath along Launching Way
L19. Bury power lines along eastern boundary of
Launching Way to remove hazard for CFA
L20. Formalise parking area with markings
L22. Shift post and rail fence 2-2.5m east to allow for
more on-street parking or pedestrian access
L23. Investigate extending land used by CFA to McLeod
Rd to make way for additional parking in Launching
Way.
Aspirational Proposals in Launching Way
L29. Develop a detailed plan that addresses the
development of a modern formalised car park entry
with upgrades to ticketing and vehicle access.
This option is considered aspirational because it
requires significant planning and is likely to be very
expensive.
L30. Consider co-located multipurpose facility
incorporating coastguard/Paddle clubs/Parks Victoria/
Commercial space (eg, Bait and Tackle, Café)
This option is considered aspirational because it will
be expensive, and will involve a significant level of
negotiation with multiple organisations.
L31. Additional formalised parking will result from L29
and L30.
This is aspirational by virtue of it being dependent on
the other aspirational proposals above.

Access is challenging for the broader community in a
number of locations; not just for those with mobility
challenges. Addressing these issues will mean more
people will be able to enjoy the lower precinct in a
greater variety of ways.
There was a lot of interest in formalising or improving
footpaths in the precinct, to enable the safe use
by pedestrians, cyclists and, in some case, vehicles.
Discussion focused on Launching Way where there is
no footpath, and also on the shared paths along the
top of the levy banks.
The northern bank is a popular walking and fishing
area but a lack of formal access is degrading the
vegetation along the bank (due to people creating
their own informal tracks). Additionally, there are
clear proposals to improve pedestrian access to the
southern bank around Launching Way.
Access to toilets was also raised by the community.
The current toilet is very run down and has no disabled
access.
The relevant proposals for improved water and land
access by everyone include:
L4. Add viewing platforms on northern bank
L5. Boardwalks and interpretive signage around the
vegetated area on the northern bank
L9. Multi-use path connection under freeway on the
north bank
L10. Appropriate pedestrian access to the river from
residential streets
L14. Provide additional water access via a new ramp to
the west of the existing pontoon
L17. Formal pedestrian footpath along Launching Way
L18. Upgrade or possibly relocate the existing
Launching Way toilet block
L25. Upgrade pedestrian/ bike trail, and widen where
possible, for safety

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan

6. Enhance environmental outcomes
Paddlers, local residents and pedestrians were
instrumental in identifying the vegetation on the
northern bank as greatly adding to the visual amenity
of the area. Some of this vegetation is considered as
locally environmentally significant.
Concerns were expressed about angling rubbish, and
mess left by dog walkers along the trails, on both river
banks. This is an amenity and pollution issue.
Proposals identified to address this objective are as
follows:
L2. Extra seating and rubbish bins along multi-use
path on both sides of river
L6. Protect visual amenity and native vegetation from
further development
L12. Dog poo bag stations along the paths
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3.3

Objectives and proposals for Upper
Patterson River Precinct

Aligned with the broad aims for the upper precinct
mentioned on page v, and to respond to the key
issues on page 14, nine specific objectives have been
identified, and 24 proposals have been developed. The
objectives are:
1.

Improve security and safety

2.

Provide easier access across the site

3.

Increase parking capacity & improve access to
the site

4.

Improve river management

5.

Improve the standard of land facilities

6.

Restore the water course and other water based
facilities

7.

Improve amenity for non-boaters

8.

Improve management of the site (see
management and governance pg. 40)

9.

Increase revenue for the site to help pay for its
maintenance (see management and governance
pg. 40)

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan
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Fig.03 // Some of the uses that occur in the upper precinct
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1. Improve security and safety

2. Provide easier access across the site

A number of safety and security issues were
identified relating to the upper precinct. Concerns
were expressed about the lack of adequate onsite
management to address security concerns. There were
also security concerns due to the absence of activity on
the site at some periods through the week. In addition,
there are safety concerns for rowers entering their
craft, needing to step onto mossy, slippery concrete
below the line of the water. The problem has been
exacerbated by bank erosion.

People raised concerns about the difficulty of accessing
and navigating around and across the upper precinct.
This related to the condition of pathways and toilets,
as well as ways to access the water easily. Improved
access can be achieved by a number of measures,
including the following proposals identified from the
consultation process to date.

The local community regularly accesses the site from
Bonbeach, through an area that is often slippery and
flooded.
Safety concerns were also expressed about the
condition of all buildings apart from the large rowing
shed, and the general state of the informal open
space area. Uneven non DDA (Disability Discrimination
Act) compliant footpaths and the non-separation of
pedestrian and vehicle access could be addressed.
The proposals to address these concerns are:
U1. Build a multi-use path connection under freeway
on the north bank
U2. Repair 2km of Carrum Lilydale trail as required
U10. Ensure safe access to water for rowers
U15. Design and construct a new community building
with co-located club storage and kiosk
U16. Demolish all buildings except the rowing shed
and the new storage shed.
U19. Maintain informal open space as overflow car
parking and fence for pedestrian safety
U20. Provide gates for informal pedestrian and cycle
access to the river
U21. Formalise pedestrian paths for easier access to
water

U1. Build a multi-use path connection under freeway
on the north bank
U2. Repair 2km of Carrum Lilydale trail as required
U9. Upgrade existing rowing shed including toilet
facilities/sewerage system and security system
U10. Ensure safe access to water for rowers
U20. Provide gates for informal pedestrian and cycle
access to the river.
U22. Formalise pedestrian paths for easier access to the
river.

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan

3. Increase parking capacity & improve access to
the site
Parking issues and the condition of the access road
into the National Water Sports Centre, was consistently
raised through the consultation process. The road has
since been upgraded (not sealed), but previously dust
issues and potholes made visiting the site unpleasant,
and somewhat unsafe.
There is varied discussion about the location of the
access road. The options for the future of the road are:
1.

Remaining where it is

2.

Remaining where it is, but relocating the actual
entrance to the site

3.

Moving the whole access road south, adjacent
to the levy bank.

Unmarked parking areas are confusing and probably
inefficiently used. Parked cars blocking access to the
rowing shed and gates is a regular issue. Overflow
parking during large events is also seen as problematic.
Proposals identified are:
U5. Decommission existing access point from River
End Road once access road is sealed, and relocating it
to the corner of River End Road and McMahens Road.
U6. Extend formal car parking area (space for 250-300
cars)
U7. Install fence and boom gate for restricted parking
access at the rowing shed.
U8. Formalised drop off areas in the car park
U14. Seal road along riverside
U18 Improve drainage surface of overflow car parking

4. Improve river management
The main river management concerns relate to the
river becoming wider through bank erosion, and
shallower as a result of silt build up. Some concerns
were expressed about potential adverse environmental
impacts from significantly widening the river, or
extending the length of the waterway to 3.8km. (The
original 1988 waterway proposal involved extending
the river east another 1.8km, which would impact
remnant wetland and bird habitat).
The proposals relating to improving river management
are:
U4. Bank stabilisation works
U23. Include landscape and stormwater management
features within parking area.
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5. Improve the standard of land facilities
The standard of land facilities has deteriorated
measurably since they were constructed in 1988. There
was strong consensus that most, if not all buildings,
should be demolished, apart from the main rowing
shed.
Some clubs have requested their own facilities be
constructed, however it is considered more appropriate
to construct a new facility with private areas for each
participating club. This will be more efficient in terms
of maintenance and provide shared access to meeting
and kitchen facilities.
To help with revenue generation and to bring more
people to the site, some have suggested building a
function centre on top of the existing rowing shed.
This would be an example of an initiative requiring a
public-private partnership to implement.

6. Restore the water course and other water-based
facilities
There is no disagreement about the water course
having extensively deteriorated. Lane markers are
submerged beneath mud and silt, the banks have
eroded and the starting and finishing points have
declined in standard. Safe access for rowers has also
been identified as a serious issue.
Silting is an issue as some areas of the course are no
longer at a depth considered suitable for competition.
Current jetties and wharves are deemed unsafe and
may need to be replaced.
Proposals that will help toward meeting this objective
include:
U4. Bank stabilisation works
U10. Ensure safe access to water for rowers

The proposals being put forward for comment and
feedback are:
U9. Upgrade existing rowing shed including toilet
facilities/sewerage system and security system
U11. Cover the craft storage area
U15. Design and construct a new community building
with co-located club storage and kiosk
U16. Demolish all buildings except the rowing shed
and the new storage shed.
Aspirational
U21. Construct multipurpose function centre over boat
storage
This would be aspirational owing to the cost, as well
as requiring a business plan to consider the financial
viability of such an investment.

U12. Extend jetty at the boat ramp
U13. Upgrade Pontoon 5
Aspirational
U24. Repair and upgrade the regatta course, including
start and finish points, lane and distance markers
This would be aspirational as it would require
contributions from private sporting bodies in addition
to available government funding.

Draft Patterson River Concept Plan

7. Improve amenity for non-boaters
The National Water Sports Centre could be used by
the local Carrum, Bonbeach and Patterson Lakes
community for many open space activities. Many
responders suggested that there was very little
knowledge or understanding of the function or
availability of the Centre for non-members.
The area could become a more attractive destination
for non-boaters through most of the measures related
to the upper precinct, though they will mostly benefit
clubs who lease club rooms or time on the water.
Measures to improve amenity for non-boaters include:
U1. Build a multi-use path connection under freeway
on the north bank
U2. Repair 2km of Carrum Lilydale trail as required
U3. Add benches periodically along trail on north side
of river
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4

Other Proposals Raised

Throughout the consultation, a number of other
suggestions were offered that have not been included
in the proposals.
The project team feel these proposals are controversial
and require further extensive consultation and
feasibility studies before they are considered viable
options to resolve the issues that have been identified
to date.

4.1

Lower precinct

Relocate the Canoe Club away from the Launching
Way ramp.
The canoe club could be relocated to the eastern end
of the lower precinct to reduce the number of user
groups in the one area. This may reduce congestions
and reduce the potential conflict between the paddle
craft user group and power craft users.
Introduce a lock system near the Wells Road bridge.
It was proposed to introduce a lock system to link the
upper and lower precincts. The intention is to reduce
congestion in the lower precinct by providing an
additional boat launching area where people could
launch and be able to travel by water all the way to
Port Phillip Bay.

4.2

Upper precinct

New individual buildings for each user group.
Some of the clubs that currently operates at the site
would prefer their own facility to avoid any potential
conflict with other user.
The Department’s preference is to co-locate facilities
into one building wherever possible to reduce the
impact on public land and increase the amount of
public open space for the public to use.
Paddlecraft only for upper precinct.
Many are concerned about bank erosion, which has led
to the river widening, and filling with silt. Erosion may
be exacerbated by powercraft due to the waves they
generate. The removal of power craft from this area
may reduce the erosion and environmental impacts in
this area.
Dredging the entire rowing course.
The community have consistently raised the matter
of dredging Patterson River to provide additional
depth and improve navigation for water users. This
idea would need further investigation to determine its
feasibility.

Other Proposals Raised
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5

Out of Scope

The following ideas are beyond the scope of the
Concept Plan; nevertheless, they are mentioned here as
contributors identified them as being important.

5.1

Lower precinct

Park and ride proposals.
To reduce congestion at Launching Way during busy
periods, shuttles could transport people to and from
Launching Way. No potential site for this has been
identified at this point, however, it is likely to be located
away from Launching Way and the river.
Marina on northern side of Patterson River.
There was discussion about developing another
marina, including new launching ramps, on the
northern side of the river A new marina is outside the
scope of this Plan as it would occur away from the river
banks.
Such a development would directly conflict with other
proposals in this plan including protection of riverside
vegetation and maintaining the visual appeal of the
river banks.
Parking for charter boats at marina instead of
Launching Way (maximise parking for cars with trailers
at Launching Way.
Reduce congestion at Launching Way during busy
periods by reducing the number of motor vehicles
without trailers. At this point no additional parking has
been identified at the marina or shopping area, and
without specific consultation and troubleshooting, this
idea is likely to be met with some opposition by local
traders and residents.

5.2

Upper precinct

Doubling the width of the river for jet ski and water
skiing events.
Water ski and jet ski enthusiasts believe the upper
precinct could become a world class facility, staging
international events, if the river could be widened
considerably. Doubling the width would certainly
achieve this. Current environmental standards and
approvals processes would make this challenging to
achieve. The waterway is bound by levy banks on each
side, which means that extending width would also be
very expensive to ensure flood mitigation measures are
maintained.
Doubling the length of the Patterson River to around
3.8km east of the freeway.
The merit for this idea lies with enabling power
craft and paddle craft to utilise different sections of
the upper precinct. The recent decision to regard
Penrith Lakes as the rowing centre of Australia will
probably mean it is unlikely private investment will be
forthcoming to achieve this extension. There would
also be a lengthy process for environmental approvals
to be obtained given the amount of land to be
excavated.

Out of Scope
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6

Management and
Governance

In addition to physical changes to the area, the
community has suggested some improvements to the
management and governance of the area.
The Project Governance group acknowledges these
suggestions and will take them into consideration
when finalising ongoing management of the site.

6.1

Lower precinct

Improved communications around carpark use (web
cam, app developed, signage on main roads).
Reduce congestion and disappointment of boaters.
Earlier warning system that can inform whether, and
when, boaters head to Launching Way.

6.2

Upper precinct

Onsite management and presence.
Many believe that issues could be managed more
affectively at the upper precinct if a local site office was
in place, and staffed.
Separate times for paddle craft and power craft to be
allocated in water roster system at the National Water
Sports Centre.
It was suggested that the current roster system is
flawed, with powered and paddle craft sharing the
river at certain times of the week. A roster system
that keep different kinds of craft separate could be
considered with a new management entity.
Convene a Committee of Management for the upper
precinct with a clear MOU and diverse membership.
The main benefit identified is the ability of such a
group to make decisions that could enable revenue
generation for maintenance activities. Also, any
revenue raised is not directly allocated to the site.
A local group with this authority could manage the
precinct and thereby reduce reliance on government
to keep subsiding the asset.
The activities of such a committee would include:
 Traffic management and information,
particularly during large events
 Management of water access
 Manage boards, fees for rubbish, parking
 Maps, signage, website
 Rowing lane marking
Benefits:
 Potentially has better control of obtaining and
allocating funding
Concerns and considerations:
 Funds raised from site may be redirected
inappropriately
 Management may not act in the best interests in
all user groups
 Need to ensure an appropriate ratio and
representation across user groups on committee
 Need to ensure committee has appropriate
skills, such as governance finance
Mitigation:
 Reporting requirements
 Specified outcomes

Management and Governance
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How to Get Involved

How to Get Involved
We are seeking your feedback on the proposals
described in this Draft Concept Plan.
User groups and the community are invited to provide
their thoughts on the proposals presented in this Draft
Plan by:
1.

Completing the online survey available at the
Engage Vic website until 31st May. (https://
engage.vic.gov.au/patterson-river-concept-plan)

2. Coming along to our Open House on 24th
May 2018 to talk with us in person. Details are
available on the Engage Vic website.
3. Attending the key stakeholder workshops, as
invited
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Potential actions and objectives for Lower and Upper Precincts, Patterson River
Lower Precinct Patterson River
The following table outlines the proposed initiatives for the Lower Patterson River Precinct area, including Launching Way, and the objectives
they are aligned with.
Objectives

Improving
Amenity

Improve
Safety

Reduce
congestion

Optimise
Launching
Way

Ensure
access for
all

Enhance
environment
al outcomes

Proposed actions
L1. Fenced playground and picnic area west of Launching Way
L2. Extra seating and rubbish bins along multi-use path on both
sides of river
L3. Informal picnic area on northern river bank
L4. Add viewing platforms on northern bank
L5. Boardwalks and interpretive signage around the vegetated
area on the northern bank
L6. Protect visual amenity and native vegetation from further
Objectives
development
L7. Non-powered only boating zone at the eastern end of the
Proposed
loweractions
precinct
L8. Add launching area or pontoon at eastern end of lower
reach for non-powered boats
L9. Multi-use path connection under freeway on the north bank
L10. Appropriate pedestrian access to the river from residential
streets
L11. Exercise circuit around both sides of the river.
L12. Dog poo bag stations along the path
L13. Investigate opportunities for more shade trees on the river
banks and walking tracks
L14. Provide additional water access via a new ramp to the west
of the existing pontoon
L15. Undertake a detailed management plan to investigate ways
of improving access, ticketing and turnaround for vehicles
and boat trailers
L16. Kerb and seal Launching Way
L17. Formal pedestrian footpath along Launching Way

Improving
Amenity

Improve
Safety

Reduce
congestion

Optimise
Launching
Way

Ensure
access for
all

Enhance
environment
al outcomes

Attachment

Objectives

Improving
Amenity

Improve
Safety

Reduce
congestion

Optimise
Launching
Way

Ensure
access for
all

Enhance
environment
al outcomes

Improving
Amenity

Improve
Safety

Reduce
congestion

Optimise
Launching
Way

Ensure
access for
all

Enhance
environment
al outcomes

Proposed actions
L18. Upgrade or possibly relocate the existing Launching Way
toilet block
L19. Bury power lines along eastern boundary of Launching Way
to remove hazard for CFA
L20. Formalise parking area with markings
L21. Revegetate edge to improve amenity and provide screening
L22. Shift post and rail fence 2-2.5m east to allow for more onstreet parking or pedestrian access
L23. Investigate extending land used by CFA to McLeod Rd to
make way for additional parking in Launching Way.
L24. Maintain parking and boat ramps.
L25. Upgrade pedestrian/ bike trail, and widen where possible, for
safety
L26. Local community events held on overflow car parkObjectives
a few
times per year (not in peak season)
L27. New toilet
block at the eastern end of the car park
Proposed
actions
L28. Larger picnic area at the eastern end of the car park
L29. Develop a detailed plan that addresses the development of
a modern formalised car park entry with upgrades to
ticketing and vehicle access.
L30. Consider co-located multipurpose facility incorporating
coastguard/Paddle clubs/Parks Victoria/ Commercial space
(eg, Bait and Tackle, Café)
L31. Additional formalised parking will result from L29 and L30.
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Upper Precinct Patterson River Precinct
The following table outlines the proposed initiatives for the Upper Precinct Patterson River and the objectives they are aligned with.
Objectives

Improve
security
and safety

Provide easier
access across
the site

Increase
parking
capacity &
improve site
access

Improve
river
management

Improve the
standard of
land facilities

Restore
the water
course

Improve
amenity for
non-boaters

Improve
security
and safety

Provide easier
access across
the site

Increase
parking
capacity &
improve site
access

Improve
river
management

Improve the
standard of
land facilities

Restore
the water
course

Improve
amenity for
non-boaters

Proposed actions
U1. Build a multi-use path connection under freeway on the
north bank
U2. Repair 2km of Carrum Lilydale trail as required
U3. Add benches periodically along trail on north side of river
U4. Bank stabilisation works
U5. Decommission existing access point from River End
Road once access road is sealed, and relocating it to
the corner of River End Road and McMahens Road.
U6. Extend formal car parking area (space for 250-300 cars)
U7. Install fence and boom gate for restricted parking
access
Objectives
at the rowing shed.
U8. Formalised
Proposed
actionsdrop off areas in the car park

U9. Upgrade existing rowing shed including toilet
facilities/sewerage system and security system
U10. Ensure safe access to water for rowers
U11. Cover the craft storage area
U12. Extend jetty at the boat ramp
U13. Upgrade Pontoon 5
U14. Seal road along riverside
U15. Design and construct a new community building with colocated club storage and kiosk
U16. Demolish all buildings except the rowing shed and the
new storage shed.
U17 Viewing areas on northern banks
U18. Improve drainage surface of overflow car parking
U19. Maintain informal open space and fence for pedestrian
safety

Attachment

Objectives

Proposed actions
U20. Provide gates for Informal pedestrian and cycle access
to the river
U21. Construct multipurpose function centre over boat
storage
U22. Formalise pedestrian paths for easier access to the
river.
U23. Include landscape and stormwater management
features within parking area.
U24. Repair and upgrade the regatta course, including start
and finish points, lane and distance markers

Improve
security
and safety

Provide easier
access across
the site

Increase
parking
capacity &
improve site
access

Improve
river
management

Improve the
standard of
land facilities

Restore
the water
course
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